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Around the Lake
Mike Clark, President
Lake Lorman Board of Directors

This summer has been a busy time on the lake, and not just in terms of boating, fishing, etc. We
continue to have a lot of construction going on in terms of new houses and renovations. That does
pose some temporary challenges for us from time to time, but the long term benefits will greatly
outweigh our short term inconveniences. We are definitely seeing that Lake Lorman is becoming an
even more desirable, sought after community, and our property values are reflecting that.
One of the challenges that any lake community faces, especially as the lake ages, is upkeep and
maintenance of the lakes and dams. We are about to undertake some major, necessary repairs. The
dam on Little Lorman is is good shape with minor maintenance needs, which are being addressed. The
big lake dam does has some major issues, however, that we have to address immediately to meet
updated MS DEQ guidelines as well as to insure the continued structural integrity of the dam and lake.
This will include digging out and back-filling leaking areas on the dam; removal of trees, roots, and other
vegetation from behind the dam; adding more rip rap to the lake side of the dam; and increasing the
spillway capacity. While not an inexpensive project, projections are that we have ample current funds to
cover the costs. For the future, we want to be more proactive to maintain and protect both of our lakes.
Our lives have been quite different over the last few months. I know we are all quite thankful that we
have been able to quarantine in such a lovely place, many of us being able to continue to enjoy boating,
fishing, and visiting with neighbors during this time, all the while being "socially distanced" properly.
Be safe and stay healthy!

A Note from the Lake Lorman Utility District
Don Seagrove, president
On June 15, 2020 The State Department of Health conducted their annual inspection and evaluation.
They looked at three areas: technical, managerial, and financial. Lake Lorman Utility District is held to
the same standards as cities in Mississippi. Lake Lorman Utility District received the highest rating of 5
for all areas. Don Seagrove complimented other members of the board: Woody Holt, Jimmie King, Linda
McCraw and Mary Ann Sones, for their hard work and dedication for making this rating possible.
A new diesel generator has been installed at the well. This will provide water during an electrical outage.
New meters are continuing to be installed, replacing 25 year old meters. At the time this article was
written we lacked only 10 meters and that project will be completed.
We appreciate your continued assistance and cooperation in all of our endeavors. We appreciate you
as a customer.

NCL Landfill Update
Kay French
The Madison County group led by DI Smith continues to work in opposition to the NCL Landfill. There
was a Board of Supervisors meeting in Canton on June 15. At the last minute, the attorneys for the
landfill pulled their request to be on the agenda. Quite a few residents showed up and did have a chance

to voice their opposition. It is obvious that the only ones who think this landfill is needed are those who
will profit from it.
On Monday, July 22, the Madison County supervisors voted behind
closed doors not to conduct the needs assessment that was
required to proceed with the landfill. We need to thank District 1
Supervisor Sheila Jones, District 2 Supervisor Trey Baxter, and
District 3 Supervisor Gerald Steen for voting against the needs
assessment. Our supervisor at Lake Lorman, Karl Banks voted for
the assessment and District 5 Supervisor Paul Griffin joined him in
voting to offer a chance to the NCL Landfill to become a real
possibility.
Please “like” the Stop the NCL Landfill Facebook page. They have
provided links to all of the supervisors’ email addresses and make it
very easy for you to voice your opinion. The noxious odors from the present landfills in the same area
as the proposed landfill reach our beautiful Lake Lorman community on a regular basis. We need to
fight this for the future of Madison County.

How Does Your Garden Grow?
Karen de Kock
Most of us have been spending more time at home due to COVID-19. And while you really couldn’t ask
for a more beautiful place to isolate than Lake Lorman, folks have been a little restless and many have
found a new way to spend their time – gardening. Gardens have been sprouting up all over the lake
and in very creative ways.
Kimberly and Scot Thigpen converted a former batting cage
concrete pad into their garden. Scot built the beds out of leftover
pine from a home renovation project. While this is the Thigpens' first
attempt at gardening, Kimberly says it won’t be their last. She says
it has been an enjoyable learning experience and will now be part
of their healthy lifestyle - organic and chemical free. She adds, “The
fresh veggies are a nice compliment to the fresh fish Scot catches
in the lake”. They did learn though that deer also enjoy fresh
vegetables and they will have to address that issue in their next
garden.
Other Lormanites chose to container garden. It was a cul-de-sac event for first
time gardeners Mark and Kathy Warren, John and Linda Marchetti, and Danny
and Rebecca Broom. The group gives most of the credit for their gardens to Mark,
who researched and purchased the galvanized water troughs they used. He built
stands for the tubs, Danny painted them and Danny and John helped with the dirt
work. The ladies say they just watered and reaped the benefits. And reap they did
- look at the bounty they harvested! The group says they will definitely continue
gardening.

We also have some veteran gardeners at the lake. Mandy and
Ray Robertson have had their garden for five years. They say
the recent “stay at home” order allowed them to spend more
time in their garden, harvest more vegetables and “ put up”
more veggies than they ever have in the past. Ray said it
became almost like an addiction - he just had to come out and
pick the garden every day. Ray says he gets his love of
gardening from his grandfather who grew tomatoes - tomatoes
fine enough to earn him several ribbons at the county fair. The
Robertsons say they plan to go bigger and better next year.
David and Allie Elkin and their four daughters are also expert gardeners. They have had their garden for
14 years and it is definitely a family affair. It is named “5 Girls
Garden”, David says he is just needed for weeding, lifting, and
building beds and tomato cages. He says the girls are really
the gardeners.
Allie grew up helping in her grandmother’s garden and always
dreamed of having her own. And quite a garden she has. Twice
a year. Lots of vegetables and two blueberry bushes. She has
instilled the love of gardening in their girls: Bailey Grace,
Emma, Sarah and Claire. Each daughter had their own bed
each year and had to weed for one hour every Saturday while
growing up. The family has been able to spend more time in
the garden this year because of Covid, and Allie says she has
enjoyed every minute of it. And if you ever get a chance to try
one of “5 Girls Garden” hot garlic pickles, you will be glad they enjoy their garden. Yummy!
Claire and Gabe Grothe went for a very natural organic garden
with no real structure. - just dug right into the ground and
added a few containers here and there. This is the couple’s
2nd year for a garden. They say they spent more time in the
garden because of COVID-19...and because their 1-year-old
daughter, Olive, enjoys the garden. Claire says she knows
what the garden is and loves the fresh tomatoes and
strawberries.
Gabe is a landscape designer for Martinson’s Garden Works
and our lake expert on plants. For those wanting to start a
garden, he says to remember to add a good black cow
compost and organic fertilizer to your soil. Make sure your
garden drains properly and that you water often. He says plant your vegetables 1-2 ft apart in general but
be sure to read and follow the directions on the plants or seed packets for best results. He adds it is
helpful to mix flowers with veggies to help pollinate the vegetables. He says, “Gardening is an art that
you have to get out and learn” so don’t be scared to try and don’t get upset if you make mistakes.
While it’s too late for a summer garden, there’s plenty of time to start thinking about a winter garden. And
there are plenty of folks willing to help you get started here at Lake Lorman. So grab your hoe and start
digging!

Confessions of a Newbie Beekeeper
As the COVID-19 quarantine approaches its conclusion, I reflect on the
changes that I have noticed at Lake Lorman including (but not limited to)
more facial hair, lightening of many of the women’s hair, many more walkers
on Lakeshore Drive, and many more bee hives.
Beehives you might ask! Yes, beehives as several of us are exploring the
fascinating world of apiary science.
My personal experience with beekeeping started in the early 1960’s with a
Boy Scouts merit badge project that lasted about five years with an abrupt
end when I discovered that the “birds and the bees” had more potential than
the bees alone, if you get my drift!
I had my interest piqued in beekeeping when a
few years ago I found myself in Asheville. NC in
a store that was obviously run by a couple of
hippies from the 60’s that featured basket weaving, knitting supplies, beads
and bracelets, and beekeeping paraphernalia. Not to be deterred from a
renewal of an old interest, I bought several of the books on making
beekeeping stuff.
Well, fast forward to 2020. With excess time on my hands with the
unfortunate cancellation of MSU sports, I was seeking something to occupy
my time and wonders of wonders, beekeeping came to mind! With the
expert advice of Chuck Tasma (who was about three months ahead of me
on making his hives) I decided to build
my own equipment. I did in fact build
several varieties of hives. Now, armed
with empty hives, I only needed some bees. Central Mississippi has a
wonderful beekeepers association (Google it). I was contacted by
Bob Chapman of Gluckstadt who became my mentor. He, upon
inspecting my early attempts at making hives, suggested that I drive
to Star, MS to the Heartwood Cedar operation and buy some “storebought” hives! Reluctantly, I admitted my feeble attempts to build my
own hives were not compatible with the method that Bob wished to
use to transfer the bees. I followed his advice, bought some hives,
and awaited the day when the bees would arrive.
The bees have arrived! The bees have arrived! Dressed in the
recommended hood and gloves that newbies wear, we transferred
the bees to their new home. Now, armed with two functioning hives, I await the day when the little
darlings begin to do their magic and transform pollen and nectar from their pollination efforts that are so
necessary for agriculture and flowers into golden honey. As a word of warning, do not-I repeat-do not spit
your gum out when wearing the hoods; useful advice for brides in wedding veils also, I presume.
Have a wonderful day in our un-bee-lievablely beautiful community. Bill and Karen Hulett

The “Frankenstein” Boat
Neighbors watching the boats on the Fourth of July got a special treat when they saw Bill DeVeer driving
his wooden boat in the parade. But not only did Bill drive his boat; he built it from a variety of sources,
leading friend Bill Jones to label it a Frankenstein boat built from bits and pieces of other boats. But as
pictures show, this boat is a beauty, nothing to be scorned.

Bill DeVeer and his wife Carolyn have lived at
Lake Lorman over thirty years. About the time he
retired from the University Medical Center in
1995, Bill bought an old 1964 Glastron ski boat
from a neighbor. The boat had a fiberglass hull,
but Bill got the idea of fixing the boat up like a
Chris Craft with curvy looking mahogany sides
and decking. He wanted fiberglass on the bottom and wood on the top. “I was kind of inventing from that
stage on,” Bill explained. Next he and a friend bought a very old wooden boat for $100 and stripped the
boat of the parts they wanted. Bill took the nice mahogany seats and dashboard. He altered the seats to
fit the hull and was able to fit the dashboard in. He then made a windshield using wood instead of the
usual chrome.
Like the cars from the late 1950s and 1960s the hull had a pair
of wings or fins about a foot high and two feet long. Bill sawed
those off and got ready to do the decking, which he described
as “really made from scratch”. He found a lumber yard in
Clinton which has wood for hobbyists. Bill bought a carload of
mahogany for $250 and then discovered he needed a planing
machine which enabled him to shape the wood strips into
planking. The planks interlock with each other, he said, and
there are wider strips to go around the side corners. Not
knowing how thick the planks should be, he said, “I took a stab
and it was fun.” The next problem was fastening the wood
strips onto the fiberglass hull, he explained. Seeking
tips from a well-known boat designer, Bill was told, “My advice is don’t do it.” Bill ended up using little
bolts which went through the wood and the fiberglass every three inches. Bill says he’s had no trouble
and is glad he didn’t take the designer’s advice.
There were other problems along the way which Bill managed to work out, such as the rotten wood near
the motor mount, which he was able to pull out and insert treated wood. He originally used an Evinrude
motor with wiring he replaced. But when the boat only went two hundred yards on its maiden voyage,
Bill discovered the thermostat which controls the
circulating water was shot. Bill now uses a used
Johnson motor from a Lake Tahoe boat. Bill says
the company rents out boats to tourists at the
lake resort and every five years they swap out the
old motors and replace them. Bill found one of
these motors in Pearl and it has served him well.
Of course, Bill spent a lot of time on refinishing
the mahogany. He said he first put on 4 coats of
varnish. Now as regular maintenance he
thoroughly sands the wood smooth and applies
the varnish. Bill, who grew up on Long Island,
was familiar with the necessity of maintaining the
finish on wooden boats which were used there at
the time. “You can’t cheat on it.”
The whole project took about a year and a half. If you are wondering, Bill is not a boat builder or
designer, engineer, carpenter, or mechanic. He was a medical photographer and regularly takes the
pictures you see in the Lake Lorman Community Newsletter, including these pictures of his special boat.

The Eyes and Ears on the Little Lake
Frankie Deel and her husband Lewis love living at Lake Lorman and they
especially enjoy the bream and bass fishing at Lake Lorman where they have
lived for twenty years. They had noticed the fishing on the little lake has not
been as good as it has been. In talking with Milton Jenkins, who is the chair of
the Lake Lorman Lakes and Dams committee, they learned the bream aren’t as
plentiful on the little lake as they used to be.
Frankie wants to make Little Lorman a success for fishing so she volunteered to
serve on Milton’s committee. She wants to be the eyes and the ears for the little
lake. She explained Milton keeps her informed about the work being done on
the dams, such as spraying and mowing, and the projects that need to be
worked on, such as building and placing structure or ordering fish food. She
then puts the word out by email around the little lake. She mentioned attending
a training session Milton held for residents how to construct different structure
using open-end pipes, concrete, and concrete blocks, which can be placed at
various depths to provide habitat for the fish to lay eggs and hide from
predators. These structures will be more permanent than the Christmas trees
sometimes used which deteriorate.
Keeping everyone informed of what’s going on at the little lake is vital. And Frankie’s there to be the voice
and ears to help get the word out when help is needed.

Annual Fourth of July Boat Parade

Thank you to all who participated and helped organize this year's parade. COVID-19 tried to rain on our
parade but to no avail. Trust you all had a great Fourth and enjoyed the fireworks the following night
thanks to Tommy Draughn and Tony Huffman.

A Lake Lorman Wedding
Jack Heidelberg, the son of Amy Heidelberg (Hanging Moss Lane), and Melissa Bowen had planned a
traditional Mississippi wedding to take place on May 2. Due to COVID-19 they canceled the ceremony
and festivities and planned to do something later in the year. Two weeks before the wedding, they
decided to have “family only” event in Amy’s backyard. Amy got the yard in order and they had a lovely
ceremony and dinner, complete with a boat ride around the lake. Amy had alerted a few girlfriends and
the newlyweds were serenaded with good wishes and love from around the lake. Amy commented how
happy she was to be at Lake Lorman with such wonderful support from friends and neighbors.

And a few more Fourth of July Pictures by Don Mills:

(This is an article that I wrote that appeared in publication a few years ago but is
worth repeating since COVID-19 has hibernated many of us and a number of Lake
residents are trying their hand at container gardening. Good luck to all of you…
with proper planning you can have something for the kitchen from the container
aka. Bill Jones
gardens year round. I do.)

The Bird’s Eye View
By Dale and Sarah Lea Anglin
A report of the Semi-Annual Meeting of the Wren Board of Directors at Lake Lorman
Meeting Attendees Included: Writa Wren (President), Wally Wren (Vice-President), Wilmer Wren (Lakes
and Dam Chairman), Wrufus Wren (Wren-at-Arms), Wruby Wren (Social Chairman), Wreagan Wren
(Tree and Wrenhouse Beautification Chairman), and Wilhelmina Wren (Wren Jester). All wren attendees
were Carolina Wrens, as House Wrens, Winter Wrens, Sedge Wrens, and Marsh Wrens are migratory
Winter residents, and thus only able to attend the Spring board meeting.
Prior to the meeting a vigorous discussion of whether the meeting should be called “semi-annual” or “biannual” occurred. No resolution was reached as no wren could articulate the difference.
Immeditely following the Call to Order, Wilhemina Wren flew to the microphone and said, “Knock Knock”.
Wally Wren replied, “Who's there?”, to which Wilhelmina Wren retorted, “Wren can we take these masks
off!” (Writa Wren was not amused).
Wilmer Wren reported from the Lakes and Dam committee that many boards have been observed
floating in the water, the origins of which are perplexing. The Wren Patrol is “Actively monitoring the
situation to determine the heritage of the mysterious floating boards.” Updates will be posted via the
Wren Mail system and any pertinent information is to be sent to Wilmer Wren.
Wruby Wren then requested the floor, asking, “Wren will this election be over?” Apparently, her partner
Wreagan Wren continually wants to know, “Are you better off now than you were four years ago?”, and
while Wruby Wren is more comfortable on the left side of the nest, Wreagan has moved to the right side.
They both get confused when they fly in simultaneously, because the nest is round, and neither is certain
exactly where left and right are located.
Wrufus Wren proposed that all Wrens now be called “House Wrens” because everyone has to stay home
all the time now, anyway, and it just never made sense that Wrens living in Mississippi year round are
called “Carolina Wrens”. The matter was tabled pending further investigation.
Wren Alert! Possible buffalo sighting on Lakeshore Drive. Confirmation requested. Do not engage if
sighted!
Wally Wren announced a new collaboration with Edith the Swan, of the Little Lake. Edith will provide
float trips and guided tours of the Little Lake, in exchange for polite conversation and reports from the Big
Lake. Requests can be made via NextNest Wren.
The Wren Book Club meets Wednesdays at noon; all Wrens over the age of 5 months are welcomed.
This month’s book is Roger Tory Peterson’s “Field Guide to Birds of North America”. Eastern Birds will be
discussed, unless a hurricane blows in a Western Bird that can elaborate on these species more
precisely.
Wruby Wren reported that Wren Pride Week was a rousing success this year:
 Wally Wren won the comet-watching contest, as he was the only Wren able to stay up late
enough to observe it. He reported that comet Neowise was “Wrenmarkable”. He also suggested
that the next time a Wren chooses to pull an all-nighter, he or she take one of the neotropical
migrants with them, as these birds are reported to navigate by the stars, and Wally Wren was
unable to find his way home in the dark. When it was suggested that his great-grandfather was a
Night Owl, Wally Wren claimed that he’d had his DNA tested and this was patently untrue. He
just prefers the later hours.
 The Foraging Contest was won by Wroger Wren, who collected four species of caterpillars, 12
species of flying insects, and three spiders. His secret to success, disclosed only after a few
thimbles of Spider Meade, was, “I followed the bats!”



The egg-laying contest was a draw again this year, as all participants laid four eggs, no more, no
less. None of the contestants could be reached for comment, as they are working their wings to
the bone feeding little ones.

Finally, the annual Fall Migration Party at the Club House will be on October 1, in honor of species flying
south for the winter, including but not exclusively cuckoos, buntings, prothonotary warblers, orioles, and
tanagers. Plans for a celebration to welcome the winter residents are underway.
Respectfully Submitted,
Wilhelmina Wren

Carolina Wren (Wilhemina Wren)
Upcoming Winter Resident Wrens Likely to Be Seen at Lake Lorman:

Winter Wren (Wrenee Wren, Migration
Chairman)

House Wren (Wrudy Wren, Handywren)

Recipes from the Garden…
Allie Elkin
As the temperature rises, no one wants to spend too much time in a
hot kitchen. Here is a light and easy summer time recipe that is
virtually “no cook”!
Thai inspired Spaghetti Squash with Peanut Sauce
1 large cooked Spaghetti Squash - shredded (cooked in the oven or
microwave)
Peanut Sauce
4 T smooth peanut butter
2 T EACH soy sauce, lime juice and water
2 tsp grated fresh ginger
1 garlic clove - minced
1/2 tsp red pepper flakes

Peanuts - chopped
mint - chopped
cilantro - chopped
● Combine the peanut sauce and mix with the spaghetti squash “noodles”.
● Top with chopped peanuts, mint and cilantro.
My family enjoys food that is highly seasoned, so feel free to experiment to suit your family’s tastes More peanut butter? more lime? less pepper? A Great side dish for grilled chicken, fish or other protein.
Makes great leftovers!
The Lorman Sandwich - Scot Thigpen
4 fish filets
3 Tablespoons of Olive Oil
1 loaf of focaccia bread
1/2 cup feta
1 egg
1/2 cup chopped pecans
1 cup Panko breadcrumbs
Dijon mustard
1/2 t Tony Cachere’s seasoning
• Season breadcrumbs with Tony’s
• Dredge fish in egg then breadcrumbs
• Heat oil in skillet over medium heat
• Brown fish on both sides
• Top fish with feta and toasted pecans
• Serve on focaccia bread dressed with dijon mustard, lettuce and
tomato
Prudhomme Fish – Kimberly Thigpen
Fish filets
1 lemon, zested and juiced
Olive oil
Paul Prudhomme’s fish seasoning
Lemon thyme (or your favorite herb)
•
•
•
•
•

Pat fish dry and season with Prodhomme’s and lemon zest
Heat olive oil over medium heat and add thyme sprig
Brown fish on both sides
Deglaze pan with lemon juice and cover
Cut heat off and serve hot with summer vegetables or grains
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I'm not happy… June is my molting period and it's really PMS
with feathers! My flight wings are falling out and I know they will
be replaced with new ones, but I'm just a nervous wreck not
being able to do things like fly over to the big lake and see what's
happening to my bird/animal friends and also some of my human
friends… but this too will pass.
From my vantage point while I'm waiting for my plumage to return I did see a lot of activity at the boat
launch on the little lake… turns out a group of volunteers (God bless them) were building and putting out
fish structures to insure a safe place for small fish to hide and
grow while avoiding the larger fish who find them a good meal.
This will help insure a good crop of “keepers” in the future for
fishermen. The male swans begin their molt in July/August so if
I had a mate he would just be starting his molt in July… Mother
Nature does this so that one of us can always be ready to
defend our cygnets… if we have some during the molting cycle.
My little lake human friends Bob and Betty have been making
me feel better… they give me some special treats and I have
found I really love watermelon.
I promise I will be out and about by the next newsletter and will
try to have something of interest to report.
Your favorite swan,
P.S. It is now the last of July and all my molting feathers have grown anew. I won't have to go through
that again until next year… Thank Goodness!
Cindy Holt has sponsored this award for many years now. The Beautification
Committee selects a yard monthly, March through September. The winner receives a
$25.00 gift certificate from Lowe’s. And the glory of the sign in their yard for the month!
Good luck!

May Yard of the Month: Bill Jones - Lakeshore Drive

June Yard of the Month: Paula Garner - Lakeshore Court

July Yard of the Month: Nancy & Pete Mills - Moss Ridge

Save the Dates:
Lake Lorman Book Club
Monday, August 3, the neighborhood book club will
meet at the clubhouse. We will be discussing Sam
Houston and the Alamo Adventures: the Texas
Victory that Changed American History by Brian
Kilmeade.

Our September meeting will be on the 14 th.
Darden North, a recent weekend neighbor, will
lead the discussion of his medical murder mystery
House Call.
We meet at 6 pm and all are welcome to attend.

It's A Drive-By Birthday Party Parade!
On August 25th long time Lake resident Malcolm Young will celebrate his 85th
birthday. Sunday, August 23rd he will be having a “drive by” Birthday Party
past his house on Hanging Moss. Those honoring Malcolm will enter Gate 6
and exit Gate 5 starting at 1:30 p.m. Madison County sheriffs department will
be on hand to assist in traffic flow.

SCHEDULED EVENTS:









Lake Lorman Utility District Board Meeting: Monday, August 10 – 7:00 p.m.
Lake Lorman Corporation Board Meeting: Monday, August 17 6:00 p.m.
Lake Lorman Utility District Board Meeting: Monday, September 14 – 7:00 p.m.
Lake Lorman Corporation Board Meeting: Monday, September 21 – 6:00 p.m.
Lake Lorman Utility District Board Meeting: Monday, October 12 – 7:00 p.m.
Lake Lorman Corporation Board Meeting: Monday, October 19 – 6:00 p.m.
Lake Lorman Utility District Board Meeting: Monday, November 9 – 7:00 p.m.
Lake Lorman Corporation Board Meeting: Monday, November 16 – 6:00 p.m.

Be sure to check the Calendar on the Lake Lorman website for scheduled activities, meetings and
events.

Twin Lakes Baptist Church
You Are Invited to Join Us ~ Everyone is Welcome!
COVID-19 Schedule
Twin Lakes is currently taking one week at a time depending on Gov. Tate Reeves' Safe Return Order.
The Church is posting sermons and updates on the church website and Nextdoor. The church website
address is: https://www.twinlakesmadison.org
Hugh Smith, Pastor (601-259-4567) - ALL ARE INVITED

Notice to Residents:
Your help is needed in order to make the Newsletter comprehensive, interesting, informative and meaningful.
Contact any Communications Committee member with suggestions for stories of interest, “Letters to the Editor”,
school awards, births, weddings, trips, etc. We need your help in making an interesting and informative
Newsletter. We reserve the right to edit to fit available space. We will make every attempt to contact those who
provide articles, etc. prior to publication if changes are necessary. Any submissions should be sent to
gsanford@lakelormanms.com with proper info as to how to contact contributor.
If you know of a neighbor who does not do “computer” please let us know and we will get a hard copy
delivered… we want everyone involved in our Lake Lorman Community.
For additional lake information: http://www.lakelormanms.com and on
Facebook http://www.facebook.com/pages/Madison-MS/Lake-Lorman/309416818289 .
Change Happens: Please let us know of changes to your email or home address at:

info@lakelormanms.com

Lake Lorman Community News
lakelormancommunitynews@lakelormanms.com

Www.lakelormanms.com

